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New Look!
As some of you may have noticed, past issues of the WEC Newsletter weren't optimally formatted for
email viewing. The WEC Newsletter team has been working to fix this, and for this week's issue we've
revamped the formatting with the hope that it'll make the content easier to consume, not to mention
easier on the eyes.

😁

Track USPS International Mail Delivery Disruptions
The United States Postal Service is continuing to experience international postal disruptions due to the
COVID-19 pandemic and this could have substantial implications for military and overseas voters. The
WEC encourages taking proactive measures to inform voters of these disruptions and understand how
it may impact ballots mailed overseas. To see a full list of countries experiencing mail service
disruptions, please visit this link and click "View the suspensions."

A Video to Introduce Voters to Badger Books
With the help of the Sun Prairie Media Center, WEC staff and a few extras created this video for clerk's
offices to share with voters to help familiarize them with Badger Books. Special shout out to our
Multimedia Training Officer, Christopher Doffing, for all his post-production editing work to see this
project through!

Last Week in the Legislature
Last Wednesday WEC Administrator Meagan Wolfe and Technology Director Robert Kehoe testified
before the Assembly Committee on Campaigns and Elections to clear up some of the misinformation
surrounding the 2020 Election.

Merge the 2022-2023 Election Events Calendar Into
Yours
Struggling to keep track of all the election events and deadlines?
Look no further! The 2022-2023 election events calendar is
available in a format that's ready to be merged with the calendar
you already use.

Recent Clerk Communications

Upcoming Webinars
A webinar on all the WEC's postcards was held this morning and a
video of this presentation will soon be available on TLC. In
addition to that, a webinar on spoiling and remaking ballots is
scheduled for tomorrow. Book your spot today!

WEC's Interpretation of Wis. Stat. §§ 6.87 and 6.855
Invalidated, and Associated Guidance Withdrawn after
Unanimous Commission Vote
The Waukesha County Circuit Court's January 20, 2022, order
concerning drop boxes and absentee ballot delivery directed the
WEC to withdraw memos on these topics and notify clerks of the
court's decision invalidating those interpretations. To read this
order and learn more, click here.

2022 Spring Election Pronunciation Guide
Unsure how to pronounce a candidate's name? Check out our 2022
Spring Election Pronunciation Guide.

.gov Subgrant
As mentioned in the last newsletter, the WEC is pleased to
announce a subgrant designed to help municipalities make the
transition to a secure .gov domain (up to $600). Having a .gov
domain helps assure those communicating with your office that
they're communicating with a vetted government agency. Click
here to learn more!

Questions or comments? Call 608-261-2028 or email elections@wisconsin.gov.
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